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Figure 1: Proposed two-streammaterial type recognition framework. IR responses and color images are obtained using single
Kinect camera in (a) and (b). IR Surface reflectance is estimated from the IR responses in (c) and (d). Color and reflectance
features are individually trained and fused at the end of the network in (e).

ABSTRACT
Recently, material type recognition using color or light field cam-
era has been studied. However, visual pattern based approaches
for material type recognition without direct acquisition of surface
reflectance show limited performance. In this work, we propose
IR surface reflectance estimation using off-the-shelf ToF (Time-of-
Flight) active sensor such as Kinect and perform surface material
type recognition based on both color and reflectance clues. Two
stream deep neural network consists of convolutional neural net-
work encoding visual clue and recurrent neural network encoding
reflectance characteristic is proposed for material classification. Es-
timated IR surface reflectance and material type recognition evalua-
tion on our Color-IRMaterial Data set show promising performance
compared to prior approaches.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Supervised learning by clas-
sification;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Material type recognition based on visual patterns have been stud-
ied in computer vision and graphics fields. Deep TEN[Zhang et al.
2017] shows state of the art material type recognition performance
based on conventional color feature descriptors with deep neural
network. However, some material types are not able to be well de-
scribed only by visual appearance (ex. colored plastic and wooden
objects). Angular imaging using light field camera [Wang et al. 2016]
and mobile robot device collect angular visual variations, however,
the devices are expensive and show limitation in practical appli-
cations. Kim et al. [Kim et al. 2018] propose material recognition
method using surface roughness estimation and multi-directional
scanning of target material surface using an active sensor. They
have shown in laboratory settings that surface reflectance has po-
tential in characterizing material types. In this paper, we propose
surface reflectance estimation using off-the-shelf Kinect camera in
practical environment for material type classification. Infrared mod-
ulation light of time-of-flight (TOF) camera observes reflected IR,
that follows reflectional distribution of the surface with respect to
emitted Infrared. A material type recognition method based on both
color and surface reflectance is proposed. To this end, two stream
deep neural network is constructed (a convolutional neural network
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Figure 2: IR reflectance acquisition using Kinect. Based on
Helmholtz reciprocity, reflected IR observations at moving
Kinect on the right (with light source) corresponds to IR ob-
servations based on moving light source on the left side.

for color and a recurrent neural network for IR reflectance). For
our classification, invisible Infrared surface reflectance is estimated
and no photo-realistic rendering is involved.

2 PROPOSED METHOD
Data Acquisition: To minimize the cost of material classification, we
have three assumptions avoiding exhaustive scanning of the prior
method [Kim et al. 2018]. First, we assume that observed materials
have optically isotropic surfaces. Although proposed method has
no limitation in dealing with an-isotropic surfaces, this assumption
allows us to reduce scan range dramatically. Secondly, following
Helmholtz reciprocity, the observation at moving camera on one
side (with attached light source varying incidence angle) coincides
with the observation by light source at opposite side (see Figure
2). Lastly, we ignore Fresnel effect. Based on the assumptions, we
observe reflected IR signals from one side of 0◦ to 90◦ incidence
angles (θ ). 15x15 patch of target surface and corresponding obser-
vations are averaged to obtain robust and clean data. Estimated
reflectance is treated as 1-dimensional sequence of IR intensities.
As the estimated IR reflectance shown in Figure 1. (d), observations
near 90◦ are discarded because they are very noisy due to weak
reflect IR signal from inclined surface.

Material Recognition: Our network incorporates two types of
deep neural networks for two different modality of input data.
DenseNet-121[Huang et al. 2016] is adapted for color feature encod-
ing and SkipRNN [Campos et al. 2017] is modified and incorporated
for IR reflectance feature extraction. First, pre-trained DenseNet
is fine-tuned separately for material classification (using MINC-
2500[Bell et al. 2015] dataset). Material type recognition on MINC-
2500 test set shows competitive performance over state of the art
material recognition method [Zhang et al. 2017] and converges
faster than it (Table 1). And then, our two stream net (DenseNet
+ partial SkipRNN) is constructed and trained with our Color-IR
Material data set. Update gate(ut ) of original SkipRNN[Campos
et al. 2017] determining the update-state of LSTM cell is replaced
by our new Partial input gate(pt ) that discards invalid input value
of estimated IR reflectance as follows.

st = pt · S(st−1,xt ) + (1 − pt ) · st−1 (1)

Table 1: Color only material type recognition accuracy on
MINC-2500[Bell et al. 2015] data set.

Table 2: Material type recognition accuracy on our Color-IR
Material Data set (Mean and Std.)

where st is state value at time t resulted from state transition model
S defined in SkipRNN[Campos et al. 2017] and pt = ut if xt ≥ 0.05,
pt = 0 otherwise.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Total 116 material samples (color + IR reflectance) of 7 material
types are collected for quantitative evaluation. Material types such
as fur and metal show unique distribution (figure 1. (d)). On the
other hand, specular material such as metal and leather show simi-
lar distribution despite clear separation in their colors. Extracted IR
reflectance characterizes surface type (such as its roughness) and
color pattern adds additional information on the visual characteris-
tic of each material type. For robust and material specific feature
extraction, proposed reflectance features are trained for 1000 epochs
using our partial SkipRNN. DenseNet for color is also fine-tuned
using MINC-2500[Bell et al. 2015] for 35 epochs. Extracted color
and IR reflectance features are concatenated at the end of our two
stream nets and trained for 1000 epochs. Material recognition re-
sult of our method is summarized in Table 2. Two-stream network
performs better than color-based network.
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